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In 2021, GROW assessed* the current state of the
vegetables market-defining market channels, key
constraints, and opportunities to shift business
norms that could spur inclusive growth. 

There is unmet demand for quality vegetables in
Liberia. In county markets, many farmers supply
the same vegetables (creating seasonal gluts) and
purchasing power is low.

Vegetables are a relatively ‘new’ cash crop in
Liberia, which has not received much government
investment. Vegetables are widely grown, 60% of
farming households are involved in some form of
vegetable cultivation (LISGIS Agriculture Recall
Survey 2016). Agriculture, forestry and fishing
account for 39% of Liberia’s 2019 real Gross
Domestic Product (GDP)
(www.data.worldbank.org). 

The bulk of vegetables for the urban market is
traded through Redlight market. At the same time,
this appears to be the least conducive market
channel to stimulate improvements in vegetable
variety and quality. Traders are a double-edged
sword; they prefinance farmers – without this most
farmers would struggle to buy inputs such as seeds. 

Traders also literally squeeze farmers by determining the
price (this is market-wide): buying produce by the bag
and then squeezing too much in a single bag, deducting
the resulting wastage from farmer revenues. With few
exceptions, signs were not found of interest in
investment in better storage and packaging to reduce
wastage and improve quality among traders.

Farmers complain about traders and switch between
them, but are at the same time dependent on them. They
send produce using local transport without any
supervision which also leads to wastage and poor quality.
Farmers do not have access to alternative sources of
financing for inputs or buyers who are not members of
what effectively is the Redlight market cartel.

The most dynamic segment of the vegetable market
consists of supermarkets and some institutional buyers
(hotels etc.) in search of better-quality vegetables and
the commercial farms (and some traders) seeking to
supply them. They prefer not to source from Redlight.
Here one consistently finds investment in, for instance,
storage and agronomic advisors to improve quality and
variety. There is concrete interest to include more
smallholder farmers in these channels as a means to scale
up supply.

Derived from research conducted with support from Opportunities Unlimited B.V. (OU)
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VEGETABLE MARKET CHANNELS



Redlight (Gobachop) is the largest wholesale
and retail vegetable market: Local and
imported vegetables are traded through here to
different retail markets in and around the
capital city. 

All vegetable traders operating in this market
are members of the Liberian Vegetable Sellers
Association (LVSA), which is the central
association of all vegetable traders. During the
conversation with vegetable traders, there was
no indication of any other formal or informal
network’s existence or operation in vegetable
trading in Monrovia.

LVSA dictates the market price. This is possible
because all vegetable trade in Redlight goes
through LVSA members – only LVSA members
are allowed to trade vegetables in Redlight.
This is reinforced by LVSA members pre-
financing farmers.

Almost all LVSA members pre-finance farmers
to ensure regular supply of vegetables. They
provide cash for inputs or the physical inputs
themselves to farmers in exchange of buy-back
guarantee. The farmers need to sell back to
their financing traders through marked bags to
ensure no other trader will buy from them.
Depending on the investment capacity of the
traders, the number of farmers they pre-finance
vary. A small-scale trader would pre-finance 3
to 5 farmers, whereas a large trader would pre-
finance as many as 20 farmers. Traders also buy
from other farmers and aggregators from
different locations, based on the demand of
vegetables in the market.

Pre-financing is essential for farmers to invest
in inputs – this is the only form of financing
covering a whole season farmers have access to
– but also presents a double-edged sword. 
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Pre-financed farmers’ profit margins are squeezed
by traders. Farmers send their produce through local

transport (typically in bags) and traders collect them

at Redlight market. Farmers mentioned, after

receiving the bags the traders report that the bags

are not fully filled in and then squeeze in more

produce per bag. For example, farmers mentioned if

they send 10 bags, that would be turned into 8 bags in

this process. Then the traders would report about 2

more bags of produce got damaged during transport,

reducing the total they would be paid for to 6 bags

only. Since the traders negotiate the price per bag,

not by weight, this is how they try to buy more and

pay less, and cost of damage/wastage is passed on to

the farmers. 

The relationship between traders and farmers is
generally one of limited trust. Majority of the

farmers lack financial resources at the start of the

planting season, so they need to take money from

traders if they want to grow more commercial crops,

for which they have to buy seeds and (some) agro-

inputs. There are examples of farmers who have been

able to save enough money to buy their own inputs

and then got out of this pre-financing relationship

with traders. 

Overall, the current arrangement is working in favor
of the traders. It is a volume and margin driven

market where traders make margins by buying large

volumes as cheap as possible and selling them at high

prices. The traders do not have an incentive to

innovate or change their business model or focus on

quality of supply as they dominate the market.

Positive deviance: We also found examples of
traders themselves having a farming backgrounding,
who had gotten into trading and had became LVSA
member. These traders have relatives or

acquaintances in the community whom the pre-

finance. They are are willing to pay better price. They

still use local transport, so transport and packaging

related wastage is still an issue. Generally, these are

smaller traders who only deal with a handful of

farmers.
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Supermarkets in Monrovia have large demand for a

variety of vegetables including exotic varieties. There

is demand for tomato, cabbage, onion, carrot, eggplant,

potato, lettuce, parsley, coriander leaves, green chili,

zucchini, cucumber and bell pepper. Apart from expat

communities and affluent Liberian households, hotels

and restaurants are major consumers of these exotic

vegetables.

Majority of exotic vegetables are imported. Tomato,

onion, potato, zucchini, carrot and bell pepper are

imported almost all year round. There are some

producers who are growing tomato, onion and carrot

locally – the volume produced is little compared to the

demand. Cabbage, eggplant, green chili, avocado and

okra are both grown locally and imported based on

seasonality. Lettuce, parsley, coriander leaves and other

herbs are grown locally in very small quantity but also

imported at times. 

Most exotic vegetables are imported from neighboring

countries by local traders and are not always recorded.

Hence, exact data on local production and import

volumes is difficult to find. According to FAO, in 2018,

Liberia produced about 3,500MT of tomato and

imported about 41,000MT. 

Stop N Shop usually imports two 20ft standard

containers of vegetables, fruit and other food items

every month. However, during the festival months (Eid,

Christmas, etc.) they import one container every week.

Harbel – another prominent supermarket chain –

imports one 20ft container every month and two during

the festival months. Each container can carry about

20MT of goods and one third of that would be

vegetables. Therefore, these two supermarket chains on

an average import about 20MT of vegetables per month,

the equivalent of what 30 HH can produce (assuming

the average yield per Ha is 2MT, each farming HH’s

average land size is 1.6Ha and they employ 30% of their

land for exotic vegetable production). To meet their

total year demand hundreds of farmers would be

needed.

Typically, vegetable import increases during April and

May (at the start of the rainy season and local planting

season) and in November and December (the local dry

season when production is low). 

As mentioned, rural households have limited demand

for vegetables beyond what they grow. Local diet

comprises of a few vegetable (mostly chili pepper,

kittley, bitterballs, avocado, plantain, okra; sometimes a

bit of cabbage, tomato and cucumber). Most rural

households grow what they consume and not much of

that is locally traded. Any surplus goes to wholesale

market in Monrovia where the major trade takes place. 
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SUPERMARKETS, HOTELS: HIGHER VALUE
TRADING - 2

Supermarkets always prefer sourcing their produce
from commercial farms. To manage their supply chain,
supermarkets and major hotels buy locally and import.
They keep contact with several commercial farms and
(not preferred) local Redlight traders (so that they can
call and check who has supply and buy from them. They
also resort to importing vegetables directly themselves
from Morocco, Spain and France to fill unmet demand.
They prefer not to buy from Redlight unless vegetables
are scarce due to inconsistency in quality. 

For example, Harbel, the largest supermarket with five
outlets in Monrovia, is starting to reduce importation of
exotic vegetable and sourcing more from commercial
farms when possible. Mamba Point hotel has established
their own farm in 2018 and grow about 30% of their total
demand and source the rest from selected local suppliers.

Few commercial farms can supply the exotic
vegetables demanded by the upscale consumer
segment, hotels and restaurants. The supermarkets and
institutional buyers do not yet have any long-term
supply agreement with these suppliers. This is mainly
because the production and supply are not consistent.
There is a preference to source from commercial farms,
but there are mostly still in the process of getting
established and gaining scale.  

Commercial farms cannot meet demand. Commercial
farms want to source from SHF as they cannot meet the
demand for vegetables. 



VEGETABLES WITH GROWTH POTENTIAL

Vegetables in high in demand among middle to upscale Liberian households and expats and mostly locally grown.
The market has the capacity to absorb supply when producers are able to grow them in larger quantities.

Consumers usually have concerns about size (too small), shape (not uniform), and firmness (too soft). Retailers
complain about packaging, wastage during handling and limited shelf life. These inconsistencies in quality are mostly
due to disease, poor quality inputs, their inconsistent use and inappropriate post harvest handling. This can be
improved by improving quality of input, better agricultural practices and post harvest handling.

There is potential for value addition (processing) to produce processed food like sweet potato chips or flour, so that
there are opportunities for producers to sell to alternative markets.

Vegetables high in demand among expats and the upscale market segment that are currently being imported. Based
on the discussion with two large supermarket chains, they sell around 20MT of vegetables per month through their
outlets. These quantity doubles during the festival months. Sizeable local production will present opportunities for
import substitution.

Familiar in local diets and have a reasonable demand among Liberian households. This, will encourage the producers to
grow more.

There is evidence of nascent local production which can be scaled up, so that the producers do not need to acquire any
sophisticated or new set of skills/knowledge to grow them.

Based on this assessment, GROW should aim to boost production of two different categories of vegetables that are in
demand:

Category 1:

Category 2:
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Market Access and Logistics

Agronomic Information, Education and Advisory Services



Agronomic Information, Education and Advisory Services

Seeds and Agro-inputs



Other Specialized Agricultural Services 
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The emergence of mutually beneficial trading models between traders and farmers
 Investment in local commercial seed production to create more affordable inputs that are better fit for Liberia
 More diverse access to sources of finance 
 More local access to information on vegetable cultivation to increase yields, reduce risks (for instance when the
School of  Agriculture can train more farmers and agro-dealers). 
 Local investment in storage.

The most dynamic emerging vegetable supply chain in Liberia is a short, integrated supply chain between
supermarkets and other institutional buyers (hotels and restaurants), larger commercial farmers and, potentially,
smallholder farmers included as out growers. The focus is on quality, variety and consistency not supplied through
regular fresh market trading. Because of this focus there is an interest and incentive to invest in storage, transport,
agronomic advice and inputs. 

Longer-term opportunities can be found when a number of early local MSMEs together start to create an
environment in which there is more room for quality than in regular fresh market trading. This environment is less
sophisticated than the short, integrated supply chain described above, but has the potential to include more
smallholder farmers in the long run. This consists of: 


